Willow Wheelers C.C.

2018 100 Mile Cycle
Marshals & Drivers Briefing

Overview
•
•
•
•
•
•

Welcome to 2018 Marshals’ & Drivers’ briefing
Main priority: Safety
Purpose of meeting: provide briefing & ensure safe cycling for all participants
Lead Driver: Eamon Price
Lead Marshals: Tom Potter & John Crowley
Route plan – revised from previous years
• Skip Ballivor, go directly from Trim to Kinnegad
• Avoid City Centre – go south from shortly after Lucan

• Ensure you have key contact details & on Marshals’ & Drivers’ WhatsApp Group
• Proper preparation ahead of cycle – pump tyres & helmet mandatory
• See website: https://willowwheelers.club/100-mile-charity-cycle/
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Acknowledgements
• Designing New Route Home - Siobhan Beatty & Caroline Caslin
• Driving the route twice and preparing route notes – Eamonn Price
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Route & Timings
•
•
•
•

Distance: 161km
Typical average speed: 20kph, slower for final 10km with 5th form
Cumulative elevation: 360m - relatively flat
Outline of day (times approximate):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

7:30am Mass in Blackrock College, followed by tea & biscuits in teachers’ dining room
8:45am Departure from Blackrock College
9:30am Pheonix Park
11:15am Trim
1:30pm Kinnegad (Lunch) (80km) – Depart sharp at 2:45pm
4:30pm Maynooth (joined by former club members)
18:30 Topaz Garage, near Rathfarnam Shopping Centre (joined by 5th form)
19:30 Arrive back to Blackrock College (160km)

• Route plan and .gpx file available on WW website
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Marshal Groups
• Three groups of Marshals

• Bring & wear yellow bibs to identify yourself as a marshal - some available on day of event

• Outriders
•
•
•
•

Cycle up & down peloton maintaining group safety
Provide safe marshalling of junctions
Return to front as often as possible - particularly at all stop points
Particularly important to provide junction support at early stages and last 30km of cycle

• Main-Group Marshals

• Remain with main group & keep peloton tight to side of road
• Responsible for ensuring safety of individual year-groups
• Fix punctures, etc.

• Rear-Group Marshals

• Remain at back to support slower cyclists
• If cyclist cannot keep with peloton, they must take ride from support car
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Support Vehicles
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lead Car: Eamon Price
Order of Malta - Ambulance
Van No. 1: Dave Brandon
Van No. 2: Declain Conway - supplies
Bike Rack Van: mechanical support
Support drivers: bring cyclists with punctures, etc. back
to peloton
• Bring bike racks if possible

• Rear car & horsebox: Jane Power
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Route Overview
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Blackrock
to Phoenix
Park
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Phoenix
Park to
Clonee
Rest Stop

Pipelaying
Contraflow

N3 Fast
Moving
Traffic
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Off Ramp

Traffic Lights
Busy Junction
On Ramp
Off Ramp

Blanchardstown
(Lots of Hazzards)

Off Ramp

Hard Right
(Stragglers)

On Ramp

Humpback Bridge

Narrow Gate
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Trim Stop

Clonee
Rest Stop
to Trim
Roundabout
First Left to
Cross Motor Bridge

Brief
Rest Area
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Trim - Kinnegad

Kinnegad Stop
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Kinnegad to Leixlip

Rest Stop

Rest Stop

Gather Up at
top of hill
before N4
Merge
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Return Route
From Lucan
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From Lucan / M4, right on R136
Gathering
Point After
Hill Out Of
Leixlip

Take Exit 3 Off
N4. Right Turn
At Lights
Stay Left at Exit 4
Onto Bus Lane to
Avoid Underpass
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Lucan to City
West
Follow R136
Through Roundabouts
(8) To Cross Roads
Turn Left onto
Bothair Katherine Tynan
(Luas will be on Right)

Turn Right Onto
Cookstown Way
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Updated Return Route
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Through Tallaght

Left at the
OLD Mill
Bar
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Firhouse to Dundrum
Right After Tesco
Steep Hill

Pickup Point for Fifth Form
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Left after Shopping Centre

Dundrum to Rock Road
RIGHT At Bird Avenue

Need To Select
A Final Gathering
Area – UCD?
Watch
Speed On
Descent

Extra Care on
Windy Arbour
Due to
Narrow Road

LEFT At Luas Bridge

RIGHT Onto N11

Left Onto
Booterstown
Avenue
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Return via Willow Park Gates
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Thank You!
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Appendices
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Leading or marshalling a group cycle
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Introduce yourself, make sure that your group knows that you are the group leader
Make sure that all group cyclists have your phone number and vice versa or that all are members
of that group’s WhatsApp group.
Know the Route and remember to be flexible if need to change because of road or weather
conditions.
Tell group cyclists where they are going.
Tell them about the planned stop(s) and, in particular, the next stop.
Tell them about the planned average speed; overall timing; expected departure times etc.
Make sure that you’re comfortable with the group size and the group members are of a similar
standard.
Keep the group together.
Make sure to share turns at the front – especially in windy conditions.
Look out for people who need help – choosing gears or struggling with pace or on hills.
Don’t be afraid to cycle up and have a word if the pace is too fast or there is half-wheeling.
Aim to regroup at the top of climbs and roll slowly at the bottom of hills – to keep the group
together.
Stop and wait for punctures/mechanicals.
Enjoy the spin.
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Group cycling tips
• The group rides in two abreast formation. Pair off in twos and rotate at the front every couple of minutes or so. The frequency of rotation depends on the size of the
group, the weather, pace etc. Riders will often call 'up and over' to indicate that the riders at the front should rotate.
• Maintain a steady straight line.
• No sudden movements. Be predictable with all your actions. Avoid braking or changing direction suddenly. Likewise, don't get out of the saddle abruptly. It could cause
the rider behind to hit you.
• Lead riders should use hand signals to indicate stopping or turning as well as clearly audible shouted instructions.
• Riders at the rear should warn of approaching cars, particularly on narrow roads.
• Point out and call out any road hazards ahead. These include potholes, drains, speed ramps, animals, parked cars, opening car doors, wet or icy road surface, etc.
• Don't overlap wheels. A slight direction change by the rider in front could easily catch you out. If you 'touch wheels' with the rider in front it's tough to keep upright.
• Make sure to keep pedaling down hill when you are at the front of the group so that the riders behind don't bunch up behind you. It can be a bit fraught if everyone has
to reach for their brakes.
• Be smooth with your turns at the front of the group. Avoid surges. Stay alongside and don't increase the pace to move a half wheel ahead of the rider alongside. He/she
will have to speed up to maintain the two-by-two formation and the speed will escalate unnecessarily. Don't acquire a reputation as a 'half-wheeler'!
• Don't sprint up to take your turn at the front. Move up smoothly with a small increase in pace and ease that pace ever so slightly when you move alongside.
• Avoid leaving gaps when following wheels. Cyclists save a huge amount of energy by following in the slipstream of the rider in front. However, don't become mesmerized
by the rear brake of the rider in front as you concentrate on staying close as there's a good chance you'll ride into it! Keep looking well ahead to spot hazards and terrain
changes.
• When climbing hills, avoid following a wheel too closely. Many riders often lose their momentum when rising out of the saddle on a hill which can cause a sudden
deceleration. This can often catch a rider who is following too closely, resulting in a fall from a wheel touch.
• Don't panic if you brush shoulders, hands or bars with another rider. Try to stay relaxed in your upper body to absorb any bumps.
• Wear a helmet on all club spins and make sure your bike is in good working order.
• Use mudguards in winter as a courtesy to other riders.
• Bring a minimum of one spare tube, tyre levers and a pump. A second spare tube and a multi tool can be useful too. Also, bring some money in case you need emergency
food supplies and a mobile phone in case you get stranded.
• Bring plenty of water or sports drink.
• If the spin is going to be more than two hours, make sure to bring food. Start eating after about an hour and a half. The golden rule is to eat 'a little and often'.
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